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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a novel approach for modulating
the shape of transitions between terrain materials to produce
detailed and varied contours where blend resolution is lim-
ited. Whereas texture splatting and blend mapping add detail
to transitions at the texel level, our approach addresses the
broader shape of the transition by introducing intermittency
and irregularity. Our results have proven that enriched de-
tail of the blend contour can be achieved with a performance
competitive to existing approaches without additional texture,
geometry resources or asset preprocessing. We achieve this
by compositing blend masks on-the-fly with the subdivision
of texture space into different sized patches to produce irreg-
ular contours from minimal artistic input. Our approach is of
particular importance for applications where GPU resources
or artistic input is limited or impractical.
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ACM Classification Keywords
I.3.7 Computer Graphics: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
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INTRODUCTION
Cutting edge, real-time 3D graphics has always been about
the trade-off between processing power and realism [17]. Ter-
rain rendering in particular presents a number of challenges
due to the vastness and irregularity of outdoor environments.
As such, much research has been conducted into maximiz-
ing the detail of a scene from the finite resources of GPU
hardware. Texture mapping especially remains essential for
implying a degree of tessellation far greater than the under-
lying mesh. Advanced techniques such as normal [15, 18],
relief [13,16] and parallax mapping [9,19] take this even fur-
ther, conveying a sense of spaciousness and depth beyond that
of conventional texture mapping.
Submitted for review.
(a) (b)
Figure 1 A blend between a rock material and grass underlay using slope
information for the blend weight with Blend Maps (a) and Dynamic Patch
Transitions (b). The bottom row demonstrates the blend masks generated by
each algorithm.
In this paper we propose a novel approach for transition con-
tour synthesis with dynamic patch transitions (DPT). DPT
builds on the previous work of Feature-Based Probabilistic
Blending (FBPB) [6], expanding the concept of probabilis-
tic blending to present a general purpose algorithm for ma-
terial transitions with textures which contain non-salient de-
tails. The work presented here is an extension of a short paper
recently published in CGI 2013 [7], with this paper detailing
our approach, addressing minification aliasing and contrast-
ing the performance and results of our algorithm to Blend
Maps [8].
A typical approach to increase the quality of transitions is
to modulate the low frequency blend weight with a mate-
rial’s high frequency alpha map [8]. Whereas this tech-
nique adds texel-level accuracy to transitions (Figure 1(a)),
DPT further increases the resolution of the blend by address-
ing the broader shape and contour (Figure 1(b)), generating
stochastic, detailed material transitions of near-endless vari-
ations ranging from sporadic, intermittent transitions across
flat plains to sharp, sudden transitions where abruptness is re-
quired.
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Figure 2 The grey shaded area shows the steps performed to synthesize each patch mask (in this case illustrating the largest patch size used for the DPT blend
in Figure 1) whilst the light brown shaded area shows the final steps of summing the patch masks (in this case the two different patch sizes in the DPT blend in
Figure 1) and applying the blend map to synthesize the final blend mask.
The generation of the transitions themselves is entirely auto-
mated, reducing the workload of the artist and making it suit-
able for procedural applications. Unlike mapping large, of-
fline texture sets using virtual texturing, DPT does not require
the storage or bandwidth necessary to stream such textures
into memory in real-time. As DPT does not need any addi-
tional assets, it is particularly useful for environments where
video memory is limited, such as hand-held devices and very
large terrains. By combining patches of different sizes and
parameters, complex transitions suitable for a wide range of
terrain materials can be produced.
RELATED WORK
Texture Splatting
Texture splatting [2] remains a popular technique for seam-
less terrain texturing due to its efficiency and simplicity [3],
allowing artists to ‘paint’ terrains in an intuitive manner us-
ing interactive tools [4, 5] or off-the-shelf image editing soft-
ware. The quality and control of the blend however is lim-
ited by the resolution of the alpha blend masks, producing
noticeable translucency artefacts (especially for salient ma-
terial features). As such, efforts have been made to reduce
these artifacts for salient information [8] or eliminate them
entirely [6] by identifying salient details (‘features’) in real-
time and blending them with full opacity in a stochastic man-
ner. DPT instead increases the apparent resolution of the
blend by introducing detailed variations along the contour of
transitions, whilst at the same time keeping the performance
and additional memory overhead consistent and competitive
with conventional techniques.
Procedurally generating these blend masks in real-time [1]
can greatly reduce the texture memory overhead. However,
the resolution of the blend masks becomes coupled with the
resolution of the terrain geometry. To circumvent this, noise
is added to increase fidelity and intermittency at material tran-
sitions. Whilst this approach allows for vast terrains to be
textured automatically and efficiently, areas such as flatlands
which contain little or no height or slope information will still
require conventional blend masks if multiple materials are de-
sired. DPT instead decouples the detail of the blend from the
terrain geometry itself, allowing for highly varied transitions
at any point on the mesh.
Virtual Texturing
The use of virtual textures [14, 21, 22] for terrain texturing
eliminates the need for tiled textures entirely, streaming in-
stead extremely large and high resolution texture data into
memory on an on-demand basis. For large terrains, these gen-
erated virtual textures consume large volumes of disk space,
with compressed texture sets measuring in the tens of giga-
bytes [10]. The task of manually generating textures for such
terrains is a highly skilled and time consuming process as ev-
ery transition between materials must be painted by hand.
Whilst DPT is an extension of texture splatting, it can be
adapted for virtual texturing to help automate the task of gen-
erating detailed transitions between material textures by pro-
ducing a wide variety of transitions that artists can tweak and
adapt by hand if required for further control over the final
result.
Texture Synthesis
A significant limitation of conventional texture tiling is its
repetitive nature. While texture synthesis techniques offer
exciting possibilities for generating terrain materials, only pe-
ripheral research within the field directly addresses the chal-
lenges of mapping multiple, overlapping materials to a terrain
mesh. One such approach is to identify the features of a given
terrain and synthesize textures accordingly [23]. Although
such an approach reduces the time required for an artist to
texture a terrain, the results suffer from the same translucency
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artifacts from salient, feature-agnostic linear blending. To ad-
dress this issue, such material transitions may be synthesized
offline [11] or in real-time [12], producing high fidelity tran-
sitions between different material types. However, as each
possible variation of material transitions must be generated
offline and stored in memory, the fidelity comes at a cost
of flexibility and memory overhead. DPT instead dynami-
cally generates transition variations independent of the mate-
rial texture itself, allowing for easy and rapid experimentation
with different materials.
DYNAMIC PATCH TRANSITIONS (DPT)
DPT aims to synthesize a high frequency blend mask for
each material from the low frequency blend weights of tex-
ture splatting [2] in real-time to produce richer and more de-
tailed transition between material textures. The outline of the
approach is illustrated in Figure 2. The texture space (a) is
divided up into arbitrary-sized patches. The texture coordi-
nates of the patch’s centroid are assigned to each point within
a given patch (b) whereupon each point samples the low fre-
quency blend weight texture using these new texture coordi-
nates. This sampled blend value, common to all points within
a patch, is interpreted as the probability of a given patch ap-
pearing (c). These patches are then drawn or discarded in a
probabilistic manner [6] to produce a binary patch mask (d).
The patch mask is smoothed at a given point by bi-linearly in-
terpolating the mask value of the patch upon which the point
lies with that of the three adjacent patches. The point’s po-
sition relative to the area enclosed by the four patches in the
range [0, 1] is used as the interpolation amount between the
four patch mask values (e).
This process can be repeated to synthesize multiple patch
masks using different patch sizes and parameters to increase
the detail and complexity of the transition. The resulting
smoothed patch masks are accumulated and clamped within
[0, 1] range (f) before optionally being further modulated by
the material’s high frequency blend map texture [8] to pro-
duce the final blend mask (g). The details of the approach are
given in the subsequent sections below.
The patch dimensions are specified by the artist as the two-
dimensional vector ~D in the range (0, 1], which determines
the percentage of a material’s texture space a given patch
spans and the vector ~c denotes the centroid of the patch upon
which a given fragment lies. Figure 3 illustrates a point on a
patch along with the three adjacent patches. To bilinearly in-
terpolate the patch mask at the blue point, the mask values of
the three adjacent patches are evaluated along with the mask
value of the patch upon which the point resides. For conven-
tion, we denote the patch upon which a given point lies as the
bottom left (bl ) of the set of four patches, the bottom right as
(br ), the top right as (tr ) and the top left as (tl ).
Probability Sampling
The probability for each of the four patches is obtained by
transforming the centroids ~cbl, ~cbr, ~ctr and ~ctl from the mate-
rial’s texture space into the blend weight texture’s space and
then sampling the blend weight with these newly transformed
Figure 3At any point on a given patch the three adjacent patches are included
to form a cluster of four patches.
vectors. The random value is obtained for each patch fol-
lowing this same process, albeit sampling a noise function or
texture instead. The four probability and random values are
stored in the four component vectors ~p and ~r respectively.
The probability value of the patches is modulated by an artist-
defined constant P . By raising the components of vector ~p
to the power of P , the proliferation of patches can be sus-
tained (when P is less than 1.0) or dampened (when P is
greater than 1.0). For this see Figure 4. This constant is set
for each patch mask allowing for artistic control over the size
and shape of the transition. The constant R modulates ~r in
an identical manner by raising ~r to the power of P in order to
control the density of the patch mask.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4 Patch modulation when P is 0.25 (a), 1.0 (b) and 3.75 (c).
Weighting Equation
To determine whether a patch will be drawn or be discarded
altogether, the random value is checked against the probabil-
ity of that patch appearing. Should the value lie equal to or
under the probability, all points within that patch will con-
tribute the value 1.0 to the binary patch mask, otherwise they
will be discarded with no contribution. A simplified version
of the weighting equation from FBPB (below) is used to ob-
tain the mask values for the four patches given the probability
and random value for each patch. The mask values of each of
the four patches are stored in the four component vector ~m.
~m = sgn(b1
~r
~pc) (1)
For any given point on a patch, the position ~f within the unit
square enclosed by the four patch cluster (Figure 3) is calcu-
lated by taking the fractional components of the component-
wise product of the vectors ~uv and ~D. This new normalized
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position is then used to bilinearly interpolate the four patch
mask values to obtain a smoothed scalar weight value w at
that point ~uv [20].
The patch masks can be further shaped by modulating w with
a constant scalar W that is set for each mask. The weight
is raised to the power of W such that values less than 1.0
sharpen the mask contour whilst values greater soften it. Dif-
ferent patch masks can have different modulation amounts,
allowing for a broad range of transition shapes. Figure 5 be-
low illustrates this modulation, with the sand material on the
left having a smoother, broader contour of the lower modu-
lation amount, whilst the mud material has a sharper, more
distinct contour from the higher amount.
(a) (b)
Figure 5 Different materials with different weight modulation, from the
smoother contour of the sand (a) to the sharper contour of the mud (b).
Blend Mask Composition
The steps in the grey shaded area of Figure 2 can be per-
formed multiple times inside the fragment shader using dif-
ferent patch sizes and parameters to produce different patch
masks for more complex and detailed blends. These patch
masks are accumulated to compose the final blend mask. In
Figure 6, the first patch mask was synthesized using a patch
size of 0.9 (a) and the second mask using a size of 0.045 (b),
thus the steps in the grey shaded area of Figure 2 are per-
formed twice. These two masks are accumulated to yield a
final blend mask weight of b at any given point (c).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6 The smoothed masks of different patch sizes and paramaters (a,b)
are combined together to produce the final blend mask (c).
To add further details to the transition (Figure 7), the ma-
terial’s high frequency blend map (a) can be used to modu-
late the lower frequency blend mask b to produce the final
blend weight (b). This weight is then used as the interpola-
tion amount between the material and the underlying texture
(c).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7 The material’s blend map (a) can further modulate the blend mask
(b) to produce the final blend (c).
The steps to compose the final blend mask (the light brown
shaded area in Figure 2) are illustrated in the pseudo-code
below, where j is the number of patch masks to accumu-
late and PatchMask is a function that synthesizes the patch
mask from the artist supplied size and modulation constants
for each mask (indexed by the variable i). For materials con-
taining high frequency details, the blend mask is then reduced
to [0, 1] range before the material’s blend map is be applied
with the function BlendMap [8].
Algorithm 1 Overview of Blend Mask Composition
b← 0.0
for i = 0→ j do
b← b+ PatchMask(i)
end for
b← min(b, 1.0)
b← BlendMap(b, ~albedoa)
Parallax Mapping
Materials using displacement effects such as parallax map-
ping can benefit from interpreting the smoothed patch masks
as height information. This is particularly useful for material
textures that contain little in the way of meaningful height
data, such as the textures used throughout this paper. In Fig-
ure 8, the rock material has been blended three times, first
without parallax mapping (a), then with parallax mapping
using the texture’s height channel (b) and, finally, using the
smoothed patch masks as height maps (c). As the rock texture
has little in the way of distinct height details, the magnified
element of (a) and (b) looks very similar, with the only dif-
ference being the noisy peppering of parallax offsetting from
the texture’s height map in the latter. On the other hand, the
lump of rock synthesized with the DPT blending process has
a recognisable shape and depth to it.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8 A transition between rock and sand (the red square is under mag-
nification) using no parallax mapping (a), parallax mapping using a height
texture (b) and, finally, using the height and blend mask (c)
The parallax mapping technique is applied after the final
blend mask has been synthesized so that the albedo and nor-
mal maps are properly offset by the height data. As seen in the
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listing below, the heightfield h accumulates the patch masks
in a similar manner to the blend mask, albeit each patch mask
is being modulated by the constant H (set by the artist for
each patch mask in the range [0, 1]), allowing masks to con-
tribute different amounts to the heightfield. In this particular
code listing, Parallax is a function that samples the material’s
height field (typically stored in the normal texture) and mod-
ulates it with the synthesized height field before performing
the parallax operations (omitted for clarity).
Algorithm 2 Parallax Mapping with DPT
b← 0
h← 0
for i = 0→ j do
k ← PatchMask(i)
b← b+ k
h← h+ kH
end for
b← min(b, 1.0)
h← min(h, 1.0)
~plx← Parallax( ~uv, h, ~Eye)
~~albedo← TextureSampler( ~plx,Albedo)
~~normal← TextureSampler( ~plx,Normal)
b← BlendMap(b, ~albedoa)
Minification Correction
As the DPT process alters the shape and content of a texture
after the texture has been sampled, texture mipmapping no
longer eliminates the aliasing artifacts from undersampling
errors so, instead, this undesirable effect must be corrected
manually. For materials containing particularly small patch
sizes, these artifacts manifest themselves as “swimming pix-
els” as the camera moves around when the screen-space patch
size approaches one pixel. An example of this is shown in
Figure 9. Here, the camera has moved backwards slightly
between the two images which has caused some of the high
frequency details of smaller patches to distort or be removed
completely. Whilst it is difficult to spot these artifacts in a
still image, this effect is pronounced when viewing animated
images of camera movement.
Figure 9 Camera movement can cause small patches to exhibit undersam-
pling errors.
To eliminate these aliasing artifacts, a transition band is used
to derive a distance value d in the range [0, 1] which is used
to modulate the translucency of a given patch, as described in
Equation 2 below. Here, the value z represents the distance
of the fragment from the viewer, Offset is the distance at
which the band starts and Size is the distance that the band
spans.
d = max(
z −Offset
Size
, 0.0) (2)
The value d is then used to modulate a given patch mask value
w, causing it to fade over the duration transition band be-
fore being removed completely from the composition of the
final blend weight. This can be seen in Figure 10 where the
high frequency pebble details are displayed when the terrain
is viewed from closer distances but gradually faded over dis-
tance to be removed entirely at further distances. The size
and offset of transition bands will be entirely dependent on
the size of the patch and the size of texture space relative to
object/world space (in this particular example, an offset of 75
units was used with a band size of 150 units).
For larger patches, we cannot resort to transitioning them all
into translucency as we will be left with none of the origi-
nal material. However, as the undersampling errors for such
patches occur at greater distances distances we can simply
transition the final blend mask b between DPT and a simple
linear blend using the technique described above. As the de-
tails of DPT are difficult or impossible to pick out over large
distances this also has the advantage of reducing processing
overhead by falling back to the simpler linear blending pro-
cess when such details offer negligible or no benefit to the
scene. In Figure 11, we can see a terrain feature viewed from
increasing distances (100, 500 and 1000 units respectively).
Here, the details of DPT (a) become increasingly difficult to
spot compared to the linear blend (b) such that in the final
image the differences are near impossible to identify at run-
time.
USING DPT
DPT is a texture space effect so the size and parameter range
will be entirely dependent on the size of texture space and the
texture information contained within. However, in our use of
DPT we have developed a work flow that should translate to
other materials regardless of the actual texture and parameter
settings used. Consider Figure 12 which shows the example
low resolution weight texture (a) along with a grass underlay
texture that span three units of texture space along the x-axis
and one unit along the y-axis.
DPT can work with any number of patches although we have
found that two is sufficient for most cases. The first patch is
used to lay down the body of the transition so we will use a
relatively large size of 5 units and a P value of 6.5 to cover
a broad area of the transition (Figure 13(a)). As the material
used is sand, we would expect mostly mid and low frequency
details so we will soften the patch with a W value of 0.5 (Fig-
ure 13(b)).
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(a) (b)
Figure 10 A terrain as viewed from a distance of (from top to bottom) 80, 135 and 170 units from origin (a) along with the associated blend weights (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 11 As the distance from the viewer increases, the details of DPT (a) become increasingly difficult to pick out over a simpler linear blend (b).
With the first patch providing the bulk of the transition, we
will use the second patch to add subtle detail and shape to
the transition contour. We achieve this by using a far smaller
patch size of 12.5 units but with a slightly higher P value of
7.1 to extend the range of this patch slightly beyond the first
patch (Figure 14(a)). We add more definition to this patch
layer by increasing its W value to 3 to sharpen the patch
shapes. This combination of sharp, mid frequency detail from
this patch with the softer, low frequency detail of the first
patch results in a transition that has far more contour detail
and variation from the low resolution weight texture that can
be obtained from standard texture splatting.
This method of using smaller patches to modulate the contour
shape of larger patches is sufficient for most material types,
although for materials composed of high frequency detail
one patch may be sufficient (Figure 15(a)). However, exces-
sive W values can produce geometric artifacts as a byprod-
uct of the bilinear interpolation stage of DPT where adjacent
patches cause thin spines (15(b)). This is because the result-
ing patch shape from high W values is too small compared
to the unmodulated patch shape. In such cases, one can ei-
ther instead use smaller patch sizes, reduce the strength of W
modulation or ensure that the proliferation of such patches
does not greatly exceed that of any other larger patches.
RESULTS & ANALYSIS
The Figures in this (and the following) section demonstrate a
single terrain material being blended over an underlay mate-
rial using DPT and Blend Maps. For DPT, two patch masks
were accumulated to synthesize the final blend mask. In Fig-
ures 16 to 22 a low resolution texture was used as the blend
weight source (where a grid of 4x4 weight texels spanned one
unit of the material’s texture space) whereas Figure 1 instead
used the slope information of the underlying geometry.
In all Figures except Figure 20 it can be seen that whilst Blend
Maps help to add high frequency detail to the transition, the
contour of the transition remains unchanged. On the other
hand, DPT utilizes Blend Maps for finer details but also adds
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(a)
(b)
Figure 12 An example weight (a) and underlay texture (b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 13 A large initial patch size (a) further softened with W modulation
(b).
stochastic detail and definition to the broader shape of the
transition. The flexibility of DPT by using different patch and
modulation settings allows for a wide range of materials to be
represented. In Figure 16, DPT adds subtle definition and
variation to the sand’s transition, helping break up the unifor-
mity of the blend. The sharper contour of the DPT transition
in Figure 17 is achieved by using higher W values for each
patch mask with the different patch masks adding detail and
irregularity to the transition. In contrast, Blend Maps pro-
duce the same uniform and monotonous blend contour shape
regardless of material.
Figures 18 and 19 demonstrate DPT’s effectiveness with ma-
terials containing non-salient details. Whereas these details
would be too ambiguous and indistinct for techniques such as
FBPB [6], they contain enough contour information to exhibit
the translucency artefacts demonstrated by Blend Maps tran-
(a)
(b)
Figure 14 A smaller size for the second patch (a) further sharpened with W
modulation (b).
sitions. DPT masks these artefacts by creating the illusion of
contour preservation to produce more sporadic, intermittent
transition rather than the faded, uniform transitions of Blend
Maps.
Figure 20 illustrates the limitations of DPT. Here, the cobble
features are too large and salient for DPT to handle correctly
as DPT does not take into consideration the topography of the
material. As such, the patch shapes bear no correlation to that
of the cobble features resulting in a contour shape that is non-
sensical and unrealistic. In comparison, Blend Maps handles
this particular material with far more plausibility, preserving
the feature shapes without disrupting the overall detail of the
texture. Instead, such materials would be better handled by
an algorithm such as FBPB which can take into considera-
tion the size and shape of salient features and ensure that the
integrity of such features is retained at the transitions.
In Figure 21, the transition uses FBPB for the salient cob-
ble features and either DPT or Blend Maps for the grey non-
salient mortar. Whereas the uniform contour of Blend Maps
exaggerates the translucency artefacts of the non-salient de-
tails, DPT completely reshapes the contour into one that is
sharper and more ragged. This helps break the uniformity
of the transition giving it a more natural, more realistic look.
When used in conjunction with one another, FBPB and DPT
complement each other, with the former accommodating the
more prominent, salient details of a material and the latter
introducing variation to the shape and contour of the non-
salience that cannot be easily identified by FBPB.
The uniformity of a blend’s contour becomes apparent when
geographical features protrude from a ground plane, such as
in Figures 22 and 1. In Figure 22, Blend Maps exhibit strong
banding artefacts around the hill, causing it to float artificially
above the ground. DPT’s stochastic and detailed blend con-
tour conveys a greater sense of shape to the hill, allowing it
to sit more realistically with the grass beneath. In Figure 1
the use of height/slope information rather than a texture as
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(a)
(b)
Figure 15 A single patch can be sufficient in some cases (a) although exces-
sive W modulation can produce artifacts (b).
the blend source does help to break up the banding of Blend
Maps but the uniformity of the contour shape still looks un-
natural. The intermittency of the DPT blend obfuscates the
uniformity of the slope information around the base of the
hill, conveying far more detail and rooting it naturally to the
grassy ground beneath.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Our performance test case consisted of a multi-pass render-
ing approach where two terrain materials were blended over
a base texture to cover a 256x256 terrain mesh completely
(with no culling or geometry level of detail optimizations for
the mesh itself). The first pass was an early z pre-pass that
mapped the base texture onto the mesh with a subsequent
blending pass for each terrain material. The material and base
textures were mipmapped and sampled with anisotropic filter-
ing. The camera was positioned to fill the viewport (measur-
ing 1920 by 1080 pixels) entirely with a distribution of near
and far fragment data. The hardware upon which the tests
were performed on was a Radeon HD6970M GPU in a 2.2
GHz CPU laptop with 8 GB of RAM running Microsoft Win-
dows 7.
The two algorithms tested were Blend Maps and DPT blend-
ing. In particular, DPT was tested accumulating one and two
patch masks for each terrain material. For each algorithm,
three blends were performed: a straight blend, where only
the blending process is executed, a normal mapped blend and
a normal and parallax mapped blend. As the technique for
eliminating minification distortion in DPT can be extended
to switch over to linear blending for distance fragments, this
basic optimization was used for both algorithms.
Referring to Table 1, it can be seen that DPT performs only
slightly slower than Blend Maps in all cases which is to be
expected considering the difference in complexity and de-
tail of the transitions. As the normal and parallax mapping
techniques were applied, the relative performance of DPT to
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 16 A blend between a sand material and concrete underlay with a low
resolution weight texture (a) using DPT (b) and Blend Maps (c).
Blend Maps remained the same, with the single patch mask
blend increasing slightly as the overhead of normal and par-
allax mapping begins to become the bottleneck. After aver-
aging the performance of DPT in relation to Blend Maps for
each test case, DPT typically operates at 98% (one patch) or
95% (two patches) of the performance of Blend Maps. Nev-
ertheless, DPT has a number of advantages over Blend Maps.
The performance is competitive with Blend Maps without any
extra video memory overhead or asset preprocessing. DPT is
capable of producing transitions of far greater variation than
Blend Maps. As the generation of these stochastic transitions
is entirely automated at run-time, artists do not need to manu-
ally create transitions for each and every shape and variation
for any given material combination.
Table 1 Example entries for the meta-texture.
Algorithm Straight Normal Parallax
FPS MPS1 FPS MPS1 FPS MPS1
Base Texture 650 1347.8 -n/a- -n/a- -n/a- -n/a-
Blend Maps 333 690.5 322 667.7 311 644.9
DPT 1 Patch 324 671.8 315 653.2 305 632.4
DPT 2 Patches 316 655.3 305 632.4 297 615.9
1 Pixel throughput (in megapixels per second)
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS
We have proposed a novel technique for creating irregular
blend contours of near-endless variation in real-time that of-
fer far greater resolution using low resolution blend weights
than conventional techniques. We achieve this by breaking up
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 17 A blend between a rock material and grass underlay with a low
resolution weight texture (a) using DPT (b) and Blend Maps (c).
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 18 A blend between a pebble material and grass underlay with a low
resolution weight texture (a) using DPT (b) and Blend Maps (c).
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 19 A blend between a mud material and sand underlay with a low
resolution weight texture (a) using DPT (b) and Blend Maps (c).
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 20 A blend between a cobble material and grass underlay with a low
resolution weight texture (a) using DPT (b) and Blend Maps (c).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 21 A FBPB blend between a cobble material and grass underlay with
a low resolution weight texture (a) using DPT (b) and Blend Maps (c).
the contour of the blend to create detailed and stochastic tran-
sitions between materials. This process is entirely automated
and offers consistent, competitive performance for no addi-
tional video memory overhead. Artists have great freedom to
create a wide range of material transitions through patch mask
accumulation and parameter modulation. As DPT does not
require any pre-processing of assets, any non-salient textures
can be used, allowing for instant previewing and appraisal of
results.
Future work will look into incorporating elements of FBPB’s
feature awareness to preserve salient contours of the materi-
als themselves to further minimize artefacts caused by abrupt
changes in blend weighting mid way through such contours.
Furthermore, a user study will be performed as a priority to
quantitatively show the improvement of DPT over existing
techniques in terms of the resulting transitions and artist work
flow.
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Figure 22 A small hill blended with three different materials over a grass underlay using DPT (a, b & c) and Blend maps (d, e & f) along with the generated
blend masks (bottom row).
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